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The period when students are made to have some face-to-face interactions with 
instructors in open and distance learning is called

Facilitation

Activities of teaching and learning services consist of the following EXCEPT

Voluntary residential school

Functions of learners support could be categorised to the following EXCEPT

Systematic and skilful

All activities an instructor carry out in order to obtain the level of achievement and 
ability of learners is referred to as

Assessment

Which of the following is NOT essential for ensuring effectiveness assessment 
methods?

Discarding individual needs and differences

The fields experiences that allow a student to observe and document how working 
professionals perform their duties is

Practicum

Acceptable evaluation leads to

Decision-making for planning

Which of the following is NOT a way to categorise the functions of learners’ support?

Systematic and skilful

Academic counselling helps learners to understand all matters related to the following 
EXCEPT

Finance

The teaching and learning services rendered by learner supporters is

Tutorial marking and feedback

Which of the following is NOT an information support service?

Multicultural educational coordination
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The scope of evaluation involves the following EXCEPT

Focusing on instructional mismanagement

What is designed to familiarise the new students to the university and the study centre 
operations?

Orientation

The major perennial issue that serves as mediation between the learners and the 
institutions is

Feelings of isolation

All these learner support processes could reduce distant learners’ drop-out EXCEPT

Debasing students sense of confidence

The system that create access to learning time and distance separate from the source 
of information and the learners is

Distance education

The phenomenon that open and distance learning is flexible in payment plan is referred 
to as

Affordability

Why is the open and distance learning mode different from traditional education in line 
with teachers’ role?

Teacher assumes the role of a facilitator

Which of the following is NOT a barrier to effective listening in an open and distance 
learning?

Hearing or receiving

The type of speaking that makes listeners to relax and enjoy the event is

Entertainment

To be an effective speaker, you must do the following EXCEPT

make your speech more conversational and less easy

What method is Adamu engaging in when he specially takes note and draws up two 
unequal columns?
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Cornell

Which of the following methods would a distance learner utilise to actively participate in 
learning?

Discussion and chat forums

You can describe fourth generation distance education as the following EXCEPT

a-learning

The learning that make learning a continuous process is referred to as

Lifelong

The system that creates access to learning time and distance separate from the source 
of information and the learners is

Distance education

The phenomenon that open and distance learning is flexible in payment plan is referred 
to as

Affordability

Why is the open and distance learning different from traditional education in line with 
the teachers’ role? The teacher

assumes the role of a facilitator

Which of the following is NOT a barrier to effective listening in an open and distance 
learning?

Hearing or receiving

A kinaesthetic distance learner learns through

Carrying out physical activities

The ability to speak a language and maintaining reasonable speed and accuracy is

Previewing and scanning

COL means

Commonwealth of learning

Reading for information will aid Foluke to do the following EXCEPT
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Identifying and disorganize important points

Which of the following does NOT show empathy to the speaker?

Jumping in when the speaker is jumping

When taking semester examination, Bamidele needs to refrain from the following 
EXCEPT

Answering the questions

The type of student that learns with pictures, graphics and diagrams are said to be 
_______ learner

*Visual*
Organising and prioritizing ideas could be more challenging but writing assignments 
and examination papers could not be difficult. True or False? ________

*True*
Performing a music you have been studying from a theoretical perspectives that helps 
you better to understand it is referred to as learning by _______

*Doing*
The most distraction-free environment to learn is ___________

*Library*
_________ is a pronounceable word formed from the first letters or first few letters of 
each word found in a name or phrase.

*Acronym*
________ Imagery is an effective way of helping Danladi memorises and recalls 
information when he needs it.

*Visual*
Make to-do lists helps you to set alarm to remind you about your study plans. True or 
False? __________

*True*
--------- is an excellent way of bringing the views of an author into the essay

*Quoting*
________ is an oral way of getting confidence about what you know and find out what 
you still need to learn.

*Quiz*
___________ is a process for obtaining information that is used for making decisions 
about students, curricula and educational policy.

*Assessment*
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The assignment of people to different levels of the same general type of instruction, 
education or work is called ________

*Placement*
The event that authenticates, orientates and certifies students’ admission is ______

*Matriculation*
The ability to work on two or three documents at the same time is referred to as ---------

*Multitasking*
_______ is the process of making a value judgement about worth of a students’ 
performance.

*Evaluation*
_____ refers to cases in which learners are assigned to several different unordered 
categories, jobs or programmed.

*Categorisation*
The role of _____ in support services is largely administrative.

 

*Registry*
Issuance of visa to admitted students in a university is a major role of academic registry.
 True or False? ----------

*False*
What document issued by registry has all academic records of each student? ____

*Transcript*
Brainstorming aims to trap some ideas and fix them in writing True or False -------?

*True*
The quality of the essay you produce will reflect the richness or formal and full notes. 
True or False --------?

*False*
Pen-on-paper is an ________ essay type of examination.

*Essay*
Summative assessment is needed about a students’ achievement that counts towards 
grades for a marking period. True or False ---------?

*True*
Stages in the writing process include thinking about the essay title and organizing the 
material. True or False --------?

*True*
Producing an essay is too time-consuming and too invaluable to leave your 
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preparations to chance. True or False --------?

*False*
Spending more time in answering a question gives more mark for you on the ones you 
fail to answer. True or False --------?

*False*
Research is an activity through which answers are given to a question and mere 
transformation of facts. True or False --------?

*False*
Research problem must be based on ______ framework

*Theoretical*
Referencing style approved for NOUN students’ report is APA which means American 
_______ Association.

*Psychological*
Practicum is undertaken within six weeks. True or False? --------

*True*
The expectations associated with a practicum vary according to the career. True or 
False? ---------

*True*
The source of paying students’ allowance for professional exposure is ________

*Industrial Training Fund*
Skimming is useful in helping to decide whether to read an article properly or not. True 
or False ---------?

*True*
Making notes is tied with consolidating learning before the lecture. True or False ---------
-?

*False*
The purpose of reading is to develop the thoughts and weave new ideas and 
information. True or False ---------?

*True*
The focus of academic support gears towards facilitating collaborative learning and 
increasing interactivity between students and instructors. True or False ---------?

*False*
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